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About This Game

In 911 OPERATOR, you take on the role of an emergency dispatcher, who has to rapidly deal with the incoming reports. Your
task is not just to pick up the calls, but also to react appropriately to the situation – sometimes giving first aid instructions is

enough, at other times a police, fire department or paramedics’ intervention is a necessity. Keep in mind, that the person on the
other side of the line might turn out to be a dying daughter’s father, an unpredictable terrorist, or just a prankster. Can you

handle all of this?

PLAY ON ANY CITY IN THE WORLD*

Check out thousands of cities from all around the world. The Free Play mode lets you choose a city to play on - the game will
download its map, along with real streets, addresses and the emergency infrastructure. You can also try the Career mode, which
contains 6 cities with unique events – survive an earthquake in San Francisco and save Washington, D.C. from bomb attacks.

MANAGE TEAMS

A number of police, fire department and paramedic units are at your disposal. The forces may use a variety of vehicles (from
common ambulances to police helicopters), essential equipment (e.g., bulletproof vests, first aid kits and technical tools) and

consist of team members with different abilities.
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PEOPLE’S LIVES ARE IN YOUR HANDS!

Main features:

Over 50 recorded dialogues inspired by real calls: serious and dramatic, but sometimes also funny or annoying.

Real First Aid instructions.

Opportunity to play on any city in the world!

6 selected cities in Career mode, featuring unique calls and events.

More than 140 types of reports to encounter.

12 types of emergency vehicles (including helicopters, police cars and motorcycles).

***
The game requires Internet connection to download free maps. The offline game is available after downloading the maps.

All map data © OpenStreetMap authors

* The term “city” is used within the meaning of OpenStreetMap service and relates to urban areas described as “city” or “town”
therein.

CHECK OUT MORE FROM GAMES OPERATORS:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/793460/112_Operator/?utm_source=112&utm_medium=steam&utm_campaign=112_desc
https://store.steampowered.com/app/936490/Counter_Terrorist_Agency/?utm_source=go_cta&utm_medium=steam&utm_cam

paign=go_cta_desc
https://store.steampowered.com/app/871530/Radio_Commander/?utm_source=go_rc&utm_medium=steam&utm_campaign=g

o_rc_desc
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Title: 911 Operator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Jutsu Games
Publisher:
Games Operators, PlayWay S.A.
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 Mb

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Neccessary

Additional Notes: This game is simple :)

English,French,German,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Czech,Korean,Turkish
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Truly recommended if you can distinguish real life from fiction, and if you like otome games, what the hell are you waiting
for?? The characters including side characters are all charismatic, and I recommend you play the 5th\/Joker route as it's the most
relevant story-wise.
If you are mentally fragile and need your fiction to always be pure and can't do something like role-play, or play pretend, I
would recommend therapy instead.
I say all of this very seriously, not as any kind of insult to any gamer on Steam.\u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af. The game is Horrible
and ppl team kill and i Also suggest BF1 or a Diffrent Realistic Game EXEPT this the game SUCKS Because it just sucks.
Surrealistic depressive indi-quest.
6\/10. Well... this game was a refreshing surprise to play. Of course, I didn't beat the game yet, but I'm going to eventually. I'll
revise this review when I manage to do so.

Current score as I'd rate it? About 8.5 out of 10.. I will actual eat my knees on bosses I am badd :(
Thumback plz yuo done a game I paid real money allow more contente it is real good. Odi et amo. Quare id faciam fortasse
requiris.
Nescio, sed scentio et excrucior!

And you should totally play it yourself. No "let's play" can let you feel the anger and challenge I see and feel through this game!

Played it for approximately 3 hours just in the past three days (when I bought it) and I don't see a point coming where it could
turn out to be boring.

I am very confident that I will beat this game, eventhough I don't have a sketchy idea where to find the end.
Until I read that there was an achievment for "finishing" the game three times I held it for an endless game.
Now I am of course very eager to finish it!. What was in fact the main drawback of the last CoD? Of course, maps - boring,
gray and similar to each other. Needless to say that you got tired of running around this after a few matches? Fortunately, at
least for an additional fee, developers eliminate this misunderstanding. In this collection you will find an abundance of
positively diverse landscapes: the medieval Greek gardens, luxury arabian hotels and grim factories in half with an expensive
cottages on the beach. After a similar, post-apocalyptic landscapes from the original, collection of this seems a breath of fresh
air, and in combination does the impossible - forcing again to play in the seemingly bothered game ever.
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Pros:

Jog on the spot locomotion
Only costs \u00a31.67
Graphics options, including in game supersampling
Change gun grip angle

Cons:

Can barely make out distant robots
Gun is very inaccurate, even slowing down and using the sight
Robot bullets are incredibly fast, not being hit seems to come down to luck

Can't grumble at just over a quid, but with the speed of enemy bullets, inaccuracy of yours, and distant robots being hard to see,
how much you progress comes down to luck.. A dull repetitive game. Just click and read and run against a stupid time limit.
Have so long to investigate but must take time off for family more time for the confession, completely stupid.. Graphic: Decent,
pretty dated but that made it run smoothly on most older devices.
Feature: Good, not as complex as its brother, GA: Rome, this offer unique taste with multiple objectives in one level.
Downside: The unit pathfinding is bit troubled and can result in units being stuck, and the combat can get buggy, thus GA:
Rome is better if warfare is your main interest.. Its not a long soundtrack album (about 32 min), but it is a very enjoyable
electronic album well worth your time, even if this is not your preferred style of music.. My short experience with Displaced left
be best describing it as (1) a choose-your-own-adventure game, (2) with some exploration elements when on the map/travel
screen, and (3) a (very light) auto-combat system largely tied to its light take on inventory management.

It is unlikely to satisfy anyone looking for deep strategy, but it does a fair job at making your choices matter, and telling bite-
sized narratives that succeed in their emotional impact: very human stories in a country ravaged by war.. Quite a fun little game.
Lots of pyrotechnics and nice art style to boot. The puzzles have been interesting without being too frustrating.
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